Hydrophobic amino acids of the group Leu, Ile, Val, Phe, and Met (LIVFM) are distributed in favored or suppressed patterns within protein sequences. The frequencies of all five-position combinations of * = LIVFM and C = non-LIVFM residues were analyzed in 48 proteins of known crystallographic structure. Some motifs were strongly preferred or suppressed; e.g., >**CC was favored (z = 3.5),
efficiently to the local nucleations hypothesized to characterize molten globule intermediates in the folding of proteins.
Ultra-early events in protein folding might be influenced by short sequence motifs which collapse with the least ambiguity into the molten globule nucleations which initiate secondary structure (1) (2) (3) (4) . Since the hydrophobic residues Leu, Ile, Val, Phe, and Met (LIVFM) are the largest subset of residues with chemically similar side chains (combined frequency of0.2525 in the proteins studied), they dominate such local motifs, as reflected in their distribution as not too many and not too few together. Too many adjacent hydrophobic amino acids in a short segment might lead to many folding pathways of comparable energy levels, leading to multiple, malfunctional final forms, and thus be selected against on an evolutionary basis. In contrast, too few hydrophobic residues without other strong, structure-determining motifs might lack the initial restriction on forms afforded by selective placement of hydrophobic residues and consequently also lead to multiple final forms. An optimal frequency of hydrophobic (or, con- versely, nonhydrophobic) runs would be created by these competing tendencies. To test this hypothesis that hydrophobic residues might not be distributed in a random fashion, we examined whether certain five-residue patterns were favored or suppressed and then whether the favored patterns were associated with secondary structures in mature proteins. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Not-Too-Many, Not-Too-Few Hypothesis. The frequencies of runs of hydrophobic LIVFM residues and of non-LIVFM residues were determined in 48 proteins (8024 amino acids) ( Table 1) . Those frequencies were compared with the expected frequencies for the random placement of such residues in proteins. While the frequencies of single or two adjacent hydrophobic residues approximated the respective random expectations, the observed frequency ofruns ofthree or more hydrophobic residues was less than expected (P < 0.01). The frequency ofruns of nonhydrophobic residues was not suppressed to a similar degree in shorter runs; only at the level of six nonhydrophobic residues did z = -2.1 (corresponding to P < 0.05).
Favored and Suppressed Patterns of Hydrophobic Residues. Five-position templates (with all combinations of LIVFM and non-LIVFM residues) were scored across the 48 proteins (Tables 2 and 3 ). The z scores are presented for the patterns arranged in a binary progression (Table 2) or to emphasize dependence on spacing ( Table 3 ). The z scores for selected combinations of favored motifs and contrasting patterns are presented in Table 4 . Certain combinations of C>**C and *CC*C patterns are significantly preferred.
Distributions of Nonhydrophobic Residues Within Preferred Motifs. The distributions of all non-LIVFM residues in each O position of the templates were counted and z scores were calculated for the differences between observed frequencies and the frequencies of those residues in positions not occupied by LIVFM. Scores for Izl > 1.96 (P < 0.05) are given. sequential hydrophobic residues. The non-LIVFM position immediately preceding two hydrophobic residues showed an increased frequency ofArg and decreased frequencies ofAsn and Tyr. The frequency of Glu was increased in the non-LIVFM position two residues before the first hydrophobic position. A polarity was seen in distributions of nonhydrophobic residues about the two hydrophobic residues: negatively charged residues were favored before but not after the pair of hydrophobic amino acids. Preferred pairings of amino acids among positions in short peptidyl sequences have been observed by others (5, 6) . Table 6 shows the distributions of non-LIVFM residues about a single hydrophobic residue. Cys was suppressed in the position before the single LIVFM. Glu was increased in the second position preceding the hydrophobic residue, and Gly, Pro, and Tyr were suppressed in that position. Gly was suppressed in the position after the single hydrophobic residue, and Lys was favored in the first position following the single hydrophobic residue. Table 7 presents patterns with single * or double *0 hydrophobic residues when such combinations were favored in the hydrophobic templates of Tables 2 and 3 . In general, the patterns of amino acids in O positions of these combinations were what would be expected from combination of individual patterns.
Distributions of # and ifi Angles at Each Position of the Preferred Pattern 0**00. The percentage of residues with 4 and i angles within a-helical limits at each position of sequences with the Z***0 pattern ranged from 46% to 57% and the percentage of residues with 4 and q, angles within p,-strand limits ranged from 23% to 34% (Table 8) . To test whether all the positions within any one sequence with the preferred pattern <>**< had similar 4, and f angles-i.e., to test whether a continuous secondary folding pattern existed within any one sequence-two subsets of sequences were identified on the basis of 4 and a/i angles of residues at the second position of the C'**C' pattern. Percentages of residues at each position in the C'**C pattern in the subsets of sequences with 4 and *angles falling within either a-helix or p-sheet limits are presented in (Table 9 ). However, the association of that pattern with sequences where the second position is in an a-helix conformation (z = 3.6) is greater than the pattern's association with sequences where the second position is in a p-strand conformation (z = -1.0). If instead of taking the expected frequency of a-helical 4 and ai angles to be over all positions, one takes 0.4 (frequency over *) plus 0.6 (frequency over O), the significance is not changed for the association of 0(**C>C with sequences with a-helical 4 and ai angles at position 2.
The distributions of non-LIVFM amino acids were determined in O positions of sequences fitting the C'**C patterns, when the second position had 4 and a angles of either a-helices or p-strands. In the 94 sequences with second positions having a-helical 4 and a angles, the only associations at P < 0.01 were the following: position 1, Arg, z = 3.4; position 5, Gly, z = -2.1. In the 46 sequences with second Tables 2 and 3   Table 6 . Distributions of non-LIVFM residues in C positions around * positions in certain templates Pattem C>**C C>C>**C C>**C>C C>C** >C *C>C>*C>C C>C> C>C *C>C>*C>C> C>*C>C**C>C> *C>C>**>C>*C C>C>**>C>*C C>C>*C>C*C>C C>**C>>*C>C> C>**CC>*CC>*C C>C>*C>C>*>C>*C C>*C>>**CC>*C C>C>*>C>**>C>*C C>C>>*C>>**CC>*C C>C>CC>*CC>**CC>*C C>C>>C>*>C>*C>C>C>C *C>*C>C>*C C>*CC>*C C>*CC>*CC>*C *C>*CC>*C C>**CC>**C *C>**CC>**C C>C>**>C>**C Kauzmann (1) proposed that the transition of a 
denatured, globular protein to its native state is driven by hydrophobic collapse associated with the transfer of nonpolar side chains from the aqueous solvation envelope. The principal force opposing such a collapse arises from the configurational entropy associated with packing a flexible chain into a confined space (7) . A stericforce promoting local nucleations in proteins results from a reduction in the ensemble of forms (8) . That is, folding of fewer compact configurations is entropically less costly than the folding of the entire ensemble of individual residues or side chains in a protein. The hydrophobic contacts act as constraints that bring other hydrophobic residues into proximity, leading to sequential closure of the folding protein (the "hydrophobic zipper" hypothesis) (4) . Locally ordered structures in the molten globule state of a folding protein (3) have been described in stop-flow NMR analyses of protection against solvent exchange of amido protons in renaturing proteins (9) (10) (11) . In addition to these thermodynamically based principles for the formation of nucleating structures, certain hydrophobic motifs have been proposed to reflect or perhaps determine locally folded structures. Perutz et al. (12) originally observed, in the a-helices of hemoglobin, the recurrence of nonpolar amino acids every 3.6 residues on the interior faces of the helices. Schiffer and Edmundson (13) created the Table 7 . Distributions of non-LIVFM residues in C positions around ** and * positions in certain templates (3-sheet   1  57  26  2  57  29  3  55  34  4  48  31  5  46  23 For a-helix, 4) limits are -65°and -15°, and limits are -45°and -100°. For 3-sheet, 4 limits are +90°and + 1800, and 4 limits are -450 and -1650.
wheel projection of amino acid sequences to identify protein segments with potential to form amphiphilic helices. Eisenberg et al. (14) and Finer-Moore and Stroud (15) developed methods to predict a-helices, based on calculating amphiphilic moments. Kaiser and Taylor (16) tested the generic structural role of the longitudinal hydrophobic surface of amphiphilic a-helical peptides in folding against hydrophobic surfaces. In extension of these studies, we have demonstrated that the longitudinal hydrophobic strip of helix correlates to the extent of a-helices and forms a place of reference to characterize the placement ofadditional residues in and about the a-helices (17-19).
Our current study evolved from the observations (i) that LIVFM constitutes the appropriate set of hydrophobic residues for pattern analyses (17, 18) and (ii) that hydrophobic and nonhydrophobic residues are not distributed at random within protein sequences (Table 1) . In a related study of distributions of runs of hydrophobic residues of the group Leu, Ile, Val, Phe, Met, Ala, Cys, Gly, Pro, Trp, and Tyr, White and Jacobs (20) found no statistically significant difference from random in the occurrences of runs of residues in that group. One might propose that only recurrent, hydrophobic residues of the group LIVFM can function to anchor successive loops of an a-helix into an apposing, hydrophobic pool and that those hydrophobic residues are relatively excluded from the helical residues in each loop not falling in the longitudinal hydrophobic strip (18). Ala is not restricted to the strip, but when it occurs in strips of helices which cross, it is in the crossing region (17). Tyr and Pro are distributed selectively in longitudinal quadrants (or even octants) parallel to the strip containing LIVFM, and Trp shows no special restriction with respect to any quadrant (17) . The finding that hydrophobic residues of the group LIVFM are interspersed with other residues (occurring in the not too many, not too few pattern; Our observation that the preferred patterns are found in both a-helices and 3-strands helps to explain the limited success of methods to predict secondary structure from local sequences (22) . While some highly selected-for patterns, such as C>** , were more prevalent in a-helices, they were also represented in 13sheets. The similarities in hydrophobicity patterns between a-helices and 1-strands have been observed before (23). While such patterns might influence local nucleations in the ultra-early stage of protein folding, they do not per se dictate formation of a particular local structure. Nevertheless, identification of nucleotide motifs corresponding to favored and suppressed patterns in protein sequences should lead to a sensitive and efficient method to identify open reading frames ifefficiency in protein folding is the selecting force among the possible patterns (24). This approach to pattern recognition may be used with other methods (25) to identify additional favored and suppressed motifs. These principles may be applied in the de novo design or redesign ofpolypeptides for various purposes. It is notable in this regard that the helix sequence in the water-soluble, stable, four-helix bundle designed by Regan and DeGrado (26) (Glu-Glu-Leu-Glu-Glu-Leu-Leu-Lys-Lys-Leu-Lys-GluLeu-Leu-Lys-Glu) exactly fits favored composite patterns
